Experience in the surgical management of spontaneous spinal epidural hematoma
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Object. Spontaneous spinal epidural hematoma (SSEH) is a rare disease entity. Although many cases have been reported in the literature, controversy persists as to its origin, diagnosis, and timing of treatment. The authors conducted a study in patients treated in their hospital and report the results.

Methods. Clinical data obtained in 35 patients with SSEH were retrospectively reviewed. Age, sex, history of hypertension, and history of anticoagulation therapy were recorded, and data were analyzed to clarify the possible predisposing factors of SSEH. Neurological outcomes were reappraised using a standardized grading system and correlated with the time interval from initial ictus to surgery, duration of complete neurological deficits, and the rapidity of deterioration of paralysis. Nonparametric methods and Spearman rank-correlation coefficients were used for statistical analysis.

Conclusions. Surgery is a safe and effective procedure to treat SSEH. The disease-related mortality rate was 5.7%, the surgery-related complication rate was 2.9%, and there were no operation-related deaths. Neurological outcome after surgery is positively correlated with preoperative neurological deficits (88.9% complete recovery in patients with incomplete neurological deficits compared with 37.5% in those with complete deficits [p < 0.001]). In patients in whom the time interval from initial ictus was shorter (<48 hours) and in whom the duration of complete neurological symptoms was also briefer (<12 hours), there is a positive correlation with better neurological and functional recovery (p < 0.05).
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SPONTANEOUS spinal epidural hematoma is an uncommon but disabling disease entity. Holtas, et al.,20 estimated the incidence of SSEH to be 13 individuals in a population of 1.49 million, or 0.1 patients per 100,000 individuals. Although approximately 400 cases have been reported in the literature,11,14,15,36,38 operative series with long-term clinical follow-up data remain few.14,22,33 The classic symptoms of SSEH are usually initiated with acute back or neck pain around the involved vertebrae with pain radiating to the corresponding dermatomes. The signs and symptoms of rapidly evolving neural element compression develops minutes to days later. If left untreated, frequently complete and permanent neurological deficits may occur and death has been occasionally reported.26 Although cases of successful nonoperative treatment have been reported, rapid diagnosis and prompt extirpation of the spinal epidural clot remain the standard management.13 Previous surgical reports, however, usually lack standard documentation of long-term neurological results,10,35 or they are based on a heterogeneous patient population that might bias the statistical analysis.22 In the present study we reviewed the management-related data obtained in patients with SSEH treated at our institution. We analyzed preoperative clinical presentations with associated predisposing factors as well as the relationships between the preoperative time intervals and postoperative results. The purpose of this study was to provide more sufficient information to clarify this surgically curable disease.

Clinical Material and Methods

The charts and radiographs of patients with epidural spinal hematoma treated in the neurosurgical department of Chang Gung Memorial Hospital during a recent 17-year period were retrospectively reviewed. The definition of nontraumatic spinal epidural hematoma proposed by Lonjon, et al.,24 was used to select and homogenize the patient population. Cases involving spinal hematomas developing after vertebral trauma or after iatrogenic procedures were not included in the study. Thirty-five patients (26 males and nine females) met all criteria and form the basis of this study. The size of SSEH was con-
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considered to comprise the number of vertebral segments it spanned. The distribution of SSEH was divided into cervical, cervicothoracic, thoracic, thoracolumbar, and lumbar areas. Diagnosis of SSEH was confirmed by intraoperative and pathological examinations. To define the predisposing factors of SSEH, attention was paid to any action associated with straining during the initial onset of symptoms, including defecation, voiding, vomiting, sneezing, coughing, Valsalva maneuver, lifting objects, bending the body forward, and turning while in bed. Blood pressure rates were recorded in the emergency department and during the postoperative course; however, only in the latter was the measurement considered meaningful for diagnosis of hypertension. A diagnosis of hyper tension was based on the following criteria: systolic/diastolic blood pressure at least 140/90 mm Hg or the need for antihypertension drugs.21

Neurological Recovery

Neurological recovery was reappraised using the five-tiered ASIA grading system.20 Motor status was recorded at the time of surgery and at 1 month, 3 months, 6 months, and 1 year postoperatively. For the purpose of statistical analysis, the alphabetical ASIA scores were assigned numerical grades: A, 1; B, 2; and so on. The SSEH-related mortality was assigned a grade of 0, and was incorporated into alphabetical ASIA scores for statistically analysis. The mRS (Table 1) was used to evaluate the postoperative functional status.42 In cases receiving an mRS score of 0, 1, or 2, the patients were considered to have made a functional recovery.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using a commercially available software package. Nonparametric tests were used to analyze the correlations between the variables of the characteristics of patients or SSEH, preoperative time interval of symptoms, and the surgery-related outcome (ASIA grades) at 1, 3, 6, and 12 months postoperatively. For all statistical tests, a probability value less than 0.05 (two-tailed) was considered significant.

Results

Patient Population and Presentations of SSEH

Thirty-five (26 male and nine female) patients fulfilled the criteria of SSEH; their ages ranged from 7 months to 77 years (mean age 42.6 ± 3.8 years) (Fig. 1). In 12 patients (34.3%) hypertension was documented in the emergency department, whereas postoperative hypertension was documented in only seven patients (20%). One patient (2.9%) took warfarin (10 mg/day) to prevent thrombosis of the artificial aortic valve and the international normalized ratio for prothrombin time was 1.9 in the emergency department after SSEH. Three patients (8.4%) received low-dose (100 mg/day) aspirin for a remote cerebrovascular accident or myocardial infarction. Only one patient (2.9%) suffered mild thrombocytopenia (102 × 10^3/μl) in the emergency department, but platelet count spontaneously recovered to 200 × 10^3/μl 1 week postoperatively. Nineteen patients (54%) experienced subjective straining-associated events during the initial symptom attack. Thirty-three patients (94%) experienced sudden-onset back or neck pain including a 7-month-old infant, who presented with irritable crying, and a 2-year-old child, with tonic posture when turning the head to the left. The other two patients (5.7%) with lumbar SSEH suffered sudden focal muscular weakness after chronic low-back pain. The orientations of the SSEHs included five anterior (14.3%), three lateral (8.6%), nine posterolateral (25.7%), and 18 hematomas posterior to the dural sac (51.4%). Overall the SSEHs extended over one to 10 vertebral segments (median four segments [95% CI 3.36–4.63 segments]) (Table 2). Table 3 provides a summary of the SSEH-involved areas and associated clinical neurological presentations. Figure 2 provides a graphic representation of all involved segments. Preoperative deficits were incomplete in 18 patients (51.7%) and complete in 17 (48.3%). Preoperative ASIA grades and neurological deficits are summarized in Table 4. In each patient with incomplete neurological deficits, the power of portions of key muscles was no greater than Grade 2 and the duration of symptoms ranged from 10 hours to 1 month.

Radiological Diagnosis

Before 1994, SSEHs were diagnosed in five patients by myelography and in 12 patients by postmyelography CT scanning. After 1994, MR imaging was used to establish a diagnosis in 18 patients. In 12 cases myelography demonstrated complete block of contrast at the lowest level of
Surgical Treatment and Outcome

One patient did not undergo the operation, and his data were excluded from the analysis of surgical outcome. He recovered from the 4-hour-duration complete spinal cord dysfunction spontaneously, and follow-up MR imaging performed 5 days after symptom onset revealed that the thoracic SSEH had resolved. In the five cases of anteriorly located SSEHs, one patient underwent anterior cervical disectomy and evacuation of the short clot at C5-6, but the remaining four required laminectomy because the clots covered several segments (three–six levels) and were located in the thoracolumbar region, which made an anterior approach difficult. The remaining 29 patients underwent laminectomy for evacuation of the posterior or lateral epidural clots. The follow-up period ranged from 3 months to 15 years (mean 4.32 ± 0.59 years). There was neither surgery-related death nor recurrent hemotoma. A surgery-induced complication of wound disruption occurred in a 2-year-old boy (2.9%), but the neurological outcome was excellent 6 months after the operation (from an ASIA grade of A to one of E). The interval between symptom onset (pain and/or neurological deficit) to operation ranged from 10 hours to 2 months (median 28 hours [95% CI 50.3–292.6 hours]). Neurological status deteriorated to a steady state over variable periods of time: minutes to 2 hours in 18 patients, 2 to 24 hours in nine patients, and longer than 24 hours in seven patients. The preoperative duration of maximal neurological deficits ranged from 0 hours (symptom in progression) to greater than 1 month (median 12 hours [95% CI 13.7–93.7 hours]). In the 18 surgically treated patients with incomplete neurological deficits, status in 14 (77.8%) recovered to an ASIA grade of D within 1 month after operation, in 16 (88.9%) to a grade of E within 1 year, and all patients by the time of last recorded follow up (mean 4.03 ± 3.48 years). In 16 surgically treated patients with complete neurological deficits, status in six patients (37.5%; five by 1

---

**TABLE 2**

Demographic data and the location of SSEH in 34 patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location of SSEH</th>
<th>Cervical</th>
<th>Cervicothoracic</th>
<th>Thoracic</th>
<th>Thoracolumbar</th>
<th>Lumbar</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>male/female</td>
<td>5:4</td>
<td>6:2</td>
<td>8:1</td>
<td>4:2</td>
<td>3:0</td>
<td>26:9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age (yrs)*</td>
<td>49.3 ± 19.8</td>
<td>28.7 ± 28.5</td>
<td>32.8 ± 14.2</td>
<td>54.7 ± 15.8</td>
<td>65.3 ± 10.8</td>
<td>46.6 ± 22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>segments*</td>
<td>3.8 ± 1</td>
<td>5.9 ± 2.5</td>
<td>3.3 ± 1</td>
<td>3.7 ± 1</td>
<td>2 ± 1</td>
<td>4 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hypertension</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anticoagulant</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Values are expressed as the means ± standard deviations.

---

**TABLE 3**

The location of SSEHs and related preoperative neurological deficits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Involved Area</th>
<th>Myelopathy</th>
<th>Hemi-plegia</th>
<th>Brown-Séquard</th>
<th>Radiculopathy or Cauda Equina</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cervical</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cervicothoracic</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thoracic</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thoracolumbar</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lumbar</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>27*</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Including the patient with spontaneous recovery in hours without operative treatment.
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![Graph showing distribution of involved segments of SSEH in 35 patients.](image)

FIG. 2. Bar graph showing distribution of involved segments of SSEH in 35 patients.

year and one by 2 years) recovered to an ASIA grade of E after a mean follow-up period of 4.88 ± 3.46 years (Table 5). The follow-up periods of patients with complete and incomplete preoperative neurological deficits were not significantly different (Mann–Whitney U-test, p = 0.4). Neurological recovery in patients with incomplete preoperative deficits, however, was significantly better than that in those with complete deficits (Mann–Whitney U-test, p < 0.001).

In patients with complete preoperative neurological deficits, three time factors (interval from initial onset to operation, rate of symptom progression, and duration of maximal deficits) were analyzed with the final surgery-related outcomes in terms of the ASIA grading system. There was no correlation between outcome and the rate of symptom progression. The interval between initial onset to operation and the duration of maximal deficits were inversely correlated with the final neurological recovery reflected by ASIA grades (Spearman rank-correlation coefficients –0.519 and –0.723, with p = 0.04 and 0.002, respectively). Among the 12 patients who underwent surgery within 48 hours after the initial onset of symptoms, status in six patients recovered to an ASIA grade of E, in three to one of D, in two to one of C, and in only one did it remain at a grade of A at the censoring time (mean follow up 5.24 ± 3.25 years). By comparison, of the four patients who underwent surgery 48 hours after the initial symptom onset, two died and two remained completely paralytic (ASIA Grade A) after 6- and 8-year follow up, respectively. Furthermore, the median ASIA grades (at 1, 3, 6, and 12 months postoperatively) were significantly higher in the 12 patients who underwent surgery within 48 hours than in the four patients in whom the operation was performed after 48 hours (Fig. 5 upper [Mann–Whitney U-test, p < 0.005]). Of the eight patients in whom complete neurological deficits lasted less than 12 hours preoperatively, status in five recovered completely within 1 year, in two it recovered to an ASIA grade of D at censoring time, with follow-up periods of 3 and 6 months, respectively, and one patient remained completely paralytic (mean follow up 4.71 ± 3.5 years). In the eight patients with preoperative complete paralysis lasting more than 12 hours, status in one recovered completely (ASIA Grade E); functional recovery occurred in one, though spastic gait remained (ASIA Grade D); nonfunctional recovery occurred in two in whom muscle strength in half of the key muscles was less than Grade 3 (ASIA Grade C); and no recovery was observed in four (ASIA Grade A) including death in two cases (mean follow up 5.05 ± 3.07 years). Therefore, more rapid recovery and better neurological outcome were observed in surgically treated patients in whom the duration of deficits was 12 hours or less (Fig. 5 lower [Mann–Whitney U-test, p < 0.005]). Two patients with preoperative complete deficits and one with an incomplete deficit were dead at the censoring time. The first patient with cervical SSEH died of aspiration pneumonia 4 months after the operation, and the second patient, who was receiving anticoagulant therapy for pacemaker insertion, died of pacemaker-related dysfunction 3 weeks after the operation. In both cases the patients did not recover from the complete neurological dysfunction, and the causes of death were considered related to SSEH. The third case was a 73-year-old woman in whom SSEH spanned from C2–5 and who presented with right hemiparesis (her worst muscle strength was Grade 2, lasting for 1 week). After evacuation of the clot, her status recovered to an ASIA grade of D by 1 month. She died, however, of recurrent strokes 3 years after the SSEH surgery. It was thought that the death was not related to SSEH, and the neurological recovery was coded as ASIA Grade D for analysis. In addition to the third case, a 74-year-old woman with preoperative incomplete deficits did not experience complete recovery postoperatively. On MR imaging of the brain, she demonstrated an intramedullary hyperintense signal of the conus medullaris. Twelve hours after developing paralysis, she underwent evacuation of the clot, and chronic liquefied dark blood was found intraproactively. The strength of the L-5 and S-1 key muscles, however, remained Grade 2 at 2 years postoperatively. Vascular compromise presenting as hyperintense spinal cord signal may have been the cause of sudden paralysis in the patient. Pathological examinations of specimens obtained in 34 patients showed blood clotting. No vascular anomaly was found when the surgical specimen was microscopically reappraised. Six SSEHs in three previously reported cases were described as motor oil-like with fibrotic encapsulation, and the cases were considered to be chronic.3 The chronic SSEHs involved the cervicothoracic region in one case, the thoracic region in two, the thoracolumbar spine in one, and the lumbar region in two; the final functional recovery was not related to the acute or chronic characteristics of clotting (Fisher exact test, p = 1).
FIG. 3. Sagittal MR images obtained in a 2-year-old boy suffering from sudden-onset tonic head turning to the left and rapid sensorimotor paralysis (ASIA Grade A). A: A T₁-weighted image of the cervicothoracic spine revealed an isointense C2–T4 fusiform intraspinal lesion. B: A T₂-weighted image demonstrating that the lesion became primarily hypointense to the spinal cord with foci of hyperintensity. After complete neurological deficits persisted for 8 hours, the patient underwent laminectomy and evacuation of the intraspinal lesion, which was proven to be a fresh blood clot. Recovery was complete within 6 months. The SSEH had not recurred by the 3.5-year follow-up examination.

Discussion

Origins of SSEH

Neither the cause nor pathogenesis of spontaneous epidural hematoma is currently clear. Miscellaneous factors such as hypertension, ingestion of anticoagulant agents, straining, sneezing, lifting, and spinal vascular anomaly have been hypothesized to predispose to this disease. In the present study, the incidences of hypertension in SSEH patients were 34.3% in the emergency department and 20% in the postoperative ward, which are values that are not different from the prevalence in the adult population in Taiwan (26% in males and 19% in females). Therefore, it is presumed that hypertension may coincidently occur with SSEH rather than being a predisposing factor of SSEH, especially given the stressful condition initiated by the symptomatic pain followed by progressive sensorimotor paralysis. With regard to the role of anticoagulant therapy in the genesis of SSEH, a causal relationship cannot be established because only a small incidence of SSEH was related to the ingestion of warfarin (2.9%) and aspirin (8.4%), and in no case in the present study was there evidence of bleeding diathesis during the onset. In addition, in millions of people receiving anticoagulant drugs, the worldwide prevalence of SSEH supports no significant causative factor.

Although the authors of some reports have provided convincing radiological or histological evidence that extradural spinal vascular anomaly results in SSEH, no such cases were identified in the present study. It could only be concluded that a vascular anomaly may be an exceptional cause of SSEH. Based on their observation of rapidly evolving signs of SSEH-induced spinal cord compression and based on the fact that the low-pressure epidural veins can be easily tamponaded by normally expanded dural sac during some surgeries, Beauty and Winston assumed that the disruption of small epidural arteries might cause SSEH.
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Gundry and Heitchoff reported on 18 patients, seven (39%) of whom harbored an associated herniated disc, and they hypothesized that the herniated disc might tear the fragile epidural veins of Batson and cause epidural clotting. Anteriorly located SSEH, however, is relatively rare in other published reports and the present study. Therefore, the hypothesis proposed by Gundry and Heitchoff cannot explain the pathogenesis in the majority of SSEHs located posteriorly to the sac. Cooper and Markham, et al. noted that the onset of SSEH-related symptoms was usually caused by insignificant straining efforts; we found this to be so in 19 patients (54%) in our study. Cooper and Markham, et al. presumed that the pathophysiological mechanism might involve the transmission of intraabdominal or thoracic pressure to the epidural venous plexus during those maneuvers. Because these insignificant physiological processes are numerous in daily life and because relative development of SSEH in these strain-associated activities is rare, a causal relationship cannot be realistically established. It is suggested that the pathogenesis of SSEH may be multifactorial and need further evidence to clarify its real origin.

Diagnosis of SSEH

The clinical presentation of SSEH has been well described by Bruijn and Bosma: a sudden onset of back or neck pain that radiates to corresponding dermatomes and which is followed by signs of nerve root or spinal cord compression. They also described detailed clinical evaluations with symptoms and signs to differentiate miscellaneous lesions simulating SSEH. In view of acute deterioration of neurological deficits, pathological entities associated with spinal cord compression need to be evaluated with myelography, spinal CT scanning, or MR imaging as soon as possible. Although myelography can demonstrate signs of compression—with visualization of non-specific contrast blockage or extradural convex compression—it cannot be used to determine the nature and the real extension of the lesion. Combined with spinal CT scanning, SSEH can be viewed as an intraspinal biconvex and hyperdense lesion with the density equivalent to blood. Spinal CT scanning, however, may be nondiagnostic in the thoracic spine where resolution is poorer than in the lumbar and cervical spine because of the high contrast between the lung parenchyma and vertebral bone. Therefore, in the modern era, myelography and CT scanning have been replaced by MR imaging, which provides a noninvasive and clear view of the precise location of the lesion, its position, size, probable nature, and the degree of cord compression. On T2-weighted imaging, SSEH usually displays isointense signal to the spinal cord within 24 hours.
hours after symptom onset and hyperintense signal to the cord after 36 hours. Holtas, et al. have suggested that the signal shift from early-stage isointensity to intermediate-stage hyperintensity on T1-weighted MR images could be pathognomonic for diagnosis of SSEH. Fukui, et al. however, did not find this to be universally true in their series, in which SSEH-related isointensity persisted up to 5 days after symptom onset. In addition, SSEH often causes rapid neurological deterioration, and the lesion is frequently evacuated rapidly after the initial studies. Thus, the MR imaging signal shift demonstrated on the sequential T1-weighted MR images may only be useful in the follow-up evaluation of conservatively treated cases and is not practical in surgery-treated patients. In all previous reports and this study, T1-weighted imaging demonstrated that almost all SSEH displayed a primary hyperintensity with hypointense foci. Its specific appearance on T1-weighted images would provide more characteristic information for diagnosis, especially when the characteristic signal shift on T1-weighted images is lacking during the acute status. Furthermore, its specific T1-weighted signal is also aid in the differentiation of epidural blood clot from spinal epidural tumor as metastasis or lymphoma that may display the misleading SSEH-related isointense signal on the T1-weighted images. In this study, T1-weighted imaging also revealed increased intensity of the compressed spinal cord, which implied the development of spinal cord edema or ischemia (Fig. 4). In eight patients with spinal cord edema, functional recovery failed in four (50%) compared with the 10 patients without cord edema in whom functional recovery occurred in all but one (10%). Magnetic resonance imaging with T2-weighted sequences is potentially useful for predicting the neurological outcome in patients with SSEH, this can be judged by the intramedullary hyperintensity representing spinal cord ischemia. This finding, however, may be due to the small case numbers, because statistic significance was not reached (p = 0.12).

Management and Outcomes of SSEH

In view of the numerous reports, SSEH remains a rare and unfamiliar clinical entity. Pathologically, its clinical manifestation results from an expanding intraspinal space-occupying lesion resembling the experimental model of gradual spinal compression performed by Tarlov. He demonstrated that dogs with complete hindlimb paralysis could only recover after decompression when the time interval was less than 9 hours. Results in one of our patients and in dozens reported in the literature suggest that favorable outcomes may be achieved without operations when the symptoms were mild and could improve spontaneously after a few hours. In cases in which the SSEH did not disappear spontaneously in time, or in those in which symptoms actively deteriorated spinal cord decompression should be performed as soon as possible to cure the spinal dysfunction. Groen and Van Alphen concluded that surgical evacuation of SSEH within 36 hours in cases involving complete spinal dysfunction and within 48 hours in those involving incomplete deficits resulted in favorable outcomes. In the present study of 34 surgical cases, preoperative status remained the most critical factor to determine postoperative neurological recovery. In patients with incomplete preoperative neurological deficits, the recovery rate of normal sensorimotor function 1 year postoperatively was significantly higher than those with complete deficits (88.9 and 37.5%, respectively; p < 0.001). Once preoperative neurological status deteriorated to complete sensorimotor and autonomic dysfunction (ASIA Grade A), patients who underwent surgery within 48 hours of pain onset experienced significantly better recovery than those surgically treated more than 48 hours after symptom onset, as demonstrated at 1, 3, 6, and 12 months postoperatively (p < 0.005). Similarly, better results were observed in patients who underwent surgery when the duration of neurological dysfunction was less than 12 hours compared with more than 12 hours (p < 0.005).

In our analysis, age, sex, location or extension of the SSEH, and the rate of evolution of symptoms and signs of SSEH-induced spinal cord compression were not correlated with the postoperative neurological outcomes. It is difficult, however, to establish the absolute time limit to ensure complete neurological recovery because some neurological recoveries occurred considerably longer after surgical intervention. Although the actual force and time interval required to produce symptomatic SSEH-induced spinal cord compression may never be established, we suggest that the SSEH can be viewed as a clinical model that gradually causes spinal cord compression, as in the dog model proposed by Tarlov, and furthermore that it should be treated by aggressive and emergency decompressive surgery at once if complete neurological deficits ensue.

Conclusions

Spontaneous spinal epidural hematoma is a rare but disabling surgical disorder. Its origin is scarcely correlated with hypertension, anticoagulation therapy, and extradural spinal vascular anomaly. Although this could not be proven based on current evidence, shifting of intrathoracic or intraabdominal pressure during some physiological exercise may rupture the epidural venous plexus and result in epidural hematoma. Sudden onset of back or neck pain followed by rapid sensorimotor paralysis due to hematoma-induced compression of the spinal cord or nerve roots is a well-documented and typical presentation. Prompt MR imaging examination can delineate the intraspinal lesions in patients with acute spinal cord compression syndrome. Furthermore, T1-weighted MR imaging provides additional information to determine the nature of SSEH. Surgery is a safe, effective, and indispensable method of treating the disease, with a related complication rate of 2.9%. Although the SSEH-related mortality rate was 5.7% in the present series, there was no operation-related fatality. One hundred percent functional recovery and 88.9% complete neurological recovery were achieved in patients with preoperative incomplete neurological deficits. The result is significantly better than that in patients with preoperative complete neurological deficits (complete neurological recovery rate 37.5%; p < 0.001). In patients with complete (ASIA Grade A) deficits, good neurological recovery can also be achieved after timely surgery when the interval between the initial ictus (mostly pain) and surgery is less than 48 hours and when...
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the durations of the complete neurological deficits is less than 12 hours.
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